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Each of _ us 'marches to the _beats of different drumme rs and the

bests we march to t various- -times -emit -discordant- sounds within

the
z _ -

--ma ins tream. -6 Ame T1 can -I

"Auelga:.

--r-"Freererite-rprite ,
--_"Aieriesi------LoVe it leave=
"Make _-love,-__-'-not==.wari"
"We hot' or, -our -_-fOreigri

-_

It i=_ -=Niggrevi_,
"Ge t-Whiteyi"'

we cannot dismiss---=the fact from --our---_minds_ _that_ these are the "now"

sounds of diverse= thni :peoples to relate Within the
communicative= framework-- of our demo era tic= s o_ciety

_

fests -itself in the various political, and governmeatal processes
we have devised to protect: the right, of each of our citizens to,

freedom of speech.- Visitors to our country- are usually

-_:perplexed by this seemingly-baffling -communicative-a process. They
_ .

cannot understand hOw- it z can,_:ope rate__- wi thou t mass confusion. Yet

somehow_ it -_con Untie s- to-t: _ even if _ritifiazardiy a t times .



Today, however, with _all of our preeautiOns to make the'
_

_
comMunidative__ process -work ,__to its maximum efficiency, freedom. atfreedom

_

spenteh seems to be _disflInctioning for certain--:members of our

'country. Minority groups are ;beginning to question the validity

_ of_--free_ expression. They are beginriing to wonder if the sane-
__

tiohs of free speech are reserved mostly for the Anglo majority.
f.

To *them, the_ Anglo' s --needs-and wan ts seem to- be heard much more
_

readily Ire?' our_ political and -rovernmentai processes than theirs/
_ _

are.-- Consequently these - minority groups have been largely

relegated to a position of disenfrancised citizens. Small pockets

of= ethnic '_peoples= alienated- -froth_ our ,democratic -communicative.__ c
-_-- ___ --_ _-_-_--,,_- _

so_processes s vital to-their-need of _self-,identification-and group.

_ _

-actUaliiation larg8r tulturai heritage- of our country.
These_ citizens have been placed- =in an -en-virbrinient of societal

--rid_ on _the- reze rvati on.t -isolationr_in= the =ghetto$ the -tiar rio s

has-has= polarized--: their_ --feelings -=and needs into a .

dis tine t_.e-thilic "Blaek is- 13-eaUtiftil",-' "Chicano"-,

,--!TrizeArierix'an. -these- are some of the- sounds certain e-thnic
.

grOups are zharching.tto in =America_ today. And the frustrations
they feel have -expolded across the land in acts of violence, riots,
and protests. This frustration_ has spilled over to another_ ethnic- ,

group, a segmen=t _O-11-_our The have joined with the

eahse of these-n_emerging- minority= groups, and the ups-tart- of all
-4

this :activity is -a-ctiVated' in incidents like Wattsn, Kent State,

Detroit, etc. These= activities= have tended to polarize ethnic

groups even more, _and the call :is heard once more in ever resound=

sing-_:tories7- "We 'mist- communicate wi th each other.-" "We must

o pen- -riew-pitscO4ses---ot human-_expresSion, within and



There is nothing -new here, except the comunimative
perspective has 'Changed. It has mOVed from- a broad, national
context to a riore limited, more specific eti;nio context. This

:context is frequently frightening to ua, and it makes. many of us

bewildered- because we are reluctant to change our ways in dealing,
with it. ,It is not easy to change established communicative

processes. We feel secure with established processes,.

But the communicative needs of our time insis on more responsive

communicative_: = processes - -an iriter7ethnic approach.

Man has-.alillayS _tended to understand how something works,
.

or might work;_ by the_ use of models. Models have the capacity
o zplace abStract concepts anf, ideaS into a more concrete, physical,

_elationsh-!=p_ to the- real -world. A _-*Model can fik Man-Is abstiiact

_thoughts in -a, _permanent mold so the various parts of the process _

and the fkinctiona.of those' parts can be. studied in a minute way.
bood_Way to begin to apprbadh .inter- ethnic communication is to.

deVelop a model. By doing this, we man, at leas-t, reach a common

base of inforMatien from which to talk about-the! inter-mthnic
,coliiimunication process. We must rer'ienber, however, that there can

-more than_Orie way to view a process. The model we will talk
6-

-about here43 one way .to 'nett such a process..

In developing a model: of Inter- ethnic communication, it is

ess.eri.tial to understand two viable definitions Of culture.
It is also essential to understand a viable definition of corn-..

minication.' One way to view culture is in a- nation context.
--_0ature -could,be defined here as the sum total of learned be-

haViors' of a- people of a particular national conviction which is

transmitted from one generation to another as the heritage of
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- Another way to define culture IS in an ethnic context. From

per-siSecti;Je, cultu-re-could be defined aS the tuff- total of
=

leaned behaviOrs Peculiar to pebole of a particular ethic
origin -i,fnich Ic transmitted.--from,,one generation to another as

_ tne heritage of that .ethnic group. _ In both tdefinitions, a char
acterlstic of such ieariled- behaviors is that they are susceptible
to gradual arid centitiumis, Cherige'.' r

.Cornmunical4on _ could. be de fined_ as the, -art of nder tending
. =

and- being understood by peeple. ythen dorthuriiCation is being

practiced within the communicator's own natica?al culture it is

Intracultural. _When it =is being p:racticed 'WI thin the.cbinnzunicator's

-_ own ethnic group _it is iritra - -ethnic nultural Conversely, when

it -is being practiced with -.the members- of another ethnic group It

Is Inter-ethnic eulttial. However, these three cultural situations

-create a large-difference. Here we Will attempt to explain that

-Communication- Is: also ,a--i-Iearried behavior._ The young member of

a culture learqs some of his communication behavi-o-r ,f_rom his parents,._ _ ,, ._ _

---- --family _Members and =ethnic -asdoiateThia is -Only Part of his

communication training, howeVer, .._He: also Tears some of his coin-

_ MUnica tion behavior from the cultural institution's of the natio_n,

- of which his ethnic group is an integral part. Even though those

two -,,commUnica tion. learning processes vary in their relative impor-

tance fiepen dent. on the immediate comniunica tiVe needs of the young

member, their purpose is to 'originate, perpetuate, and reinstate
nati6nal and ethnic cultwa1 values, expectations, and behaviors.

-1-They teach the Member hOw- -to communicate within_ his own- national-
.

and ethnic cultures, not outside of them;
-

^.;



In America,.English is our national language. If the young

member of our culture belongs to an ethnic group that speaks Eng? tsh,
this should create no insurmountable problem . His associates

within and without his ethnic group share a _common means of language.__

expression that is congruou in -Character. The member is eneour.

aged to speak English so he can facilitate his communication

behaviors across a vi de range of societal groups within the -broader
.context of his national culture. But -wha-t_ if the member belongs

to_ an ethnic group that retains its ethnic language as a part _cif
^

its ethnic identity? In the U.S. today, many American Indians

and Chicanos still communicate to a large- extent within their on
ethnic -groups via their own language, . Navajo, Hoppir*Spaniah,

cote: In these ethnic .-graimps, English !nay be an infrequently used

language . A young member may not have associates - within and wi thou t

his ethnic group that share English as a .common means of liinguage

expression that is, congruous in character. The language of his

ethnic group becomes the means of his communication behavior. He

learns, to speak Spanish oriavajo 8'6 he can facilita
communication -prodess-es within his :ethnic group, -but _he can have

extreme difficulty when he., t tempts to ,facilitate his communication_
behaviors in hiS native language_ outside' his ethnic 'group.

la guard Olguin (1969)_ makes -a veryi interesting obse rvation on this

language discrepancy. He points out that the' Chicano child, for
example, when he enters school walks a thin line be tween the

adobe wall. and the red brick wal 1. Viiien he is at home, he func-

tions in the shadow of the adobe wall main tained by the Spanish

language . 'When he is at schoOl he dis functions in the shadow of



the _ rad brick well main tal ne d_by the En lis h language . He di s

-ftnetions--because he is not able to use_-_1;nglith effectively_ to
_

facilitate his communication. behaviors across an ever expanding,

'numbar of societal graiga outside. of his own ethnic

Language fa*cilitation is only one way to view a young memberis

commUhication, learned behavior' in American culture. Gestures and

meanings of verbal ,and-honverbal languagei are al 1 so learned. This

includes such personal 'methods of .communication as face-to-face

speech, dance, drama, music, dress, and artifacts. It also includes

impersonal methods such as the print, the film, radio, and tele=

vision. AU:these aspects are uriiquely cultural. Members of a

particular culture know what reactions to expect from other members
_

when they use verbal, nonverbal and visual expressions. when the-

expertsions and meanings of i_ Communidc.or are dissimilar to a _

people's culture, tha communicator, should expect the --action

of the people to be dissimilar to his own culture bow., messages.

Smith et al (1971) maintain that communication dissimiliaritir IS

basically a part of the broadercultural milieu. In a sense,

language is only a vehicElOpf expression of the broader attitud!nal
4-

--t

-'convictiOns of a particular peoples' ethnic concepts. Trans-

ethnically speaking, a communicator fails not .only because ho does

not -speak the language of the -particular ethnic ,grollp,'but more

importantly he does not know the verbal, nonverbal and visual

eXprestsions of the people he is trying to communicate with. The

result is complete communication dis f.une tion

The _mind of a communicator and of those in his audience are

largely the products of their culture. The way receivers react

--to-a message stimulus distimiliar in ethnic content, and a cemmuni7

cator to-feedbadk in thie situation "Could be surprising to both.



Percentiral _s1:13.1s aro importar4 here. They _are larnely the results _

of ei.iittiral influence. Valdez (1963) points_ out. that some basic
contrasts in cul ture values between the Ang2.o-urban and Spanish

-Olks are primarily -perceptual in nature. For instance, An;;los

ger:erallv aercel e Chicanos as not very-competitive. They are

may

is posinit ar Anglo-urban value concept- upon the Micanos. They do

this because they lack theperceptual skills to be able to view
then in a more competitive context; rtherefore
becomes the distinguishing factor between -each ethnic group. It
is perpetuated because neither ethnic group has acqUired enough
perceAual skills acuity to be able to distinguish between similiar-.

dissimiliar ethnic valueS in each =group.

In an inter-ethnic context, perceptual skills are directly
related to a communicator's' ability to differentia te cultural con-,.

cepts locording to Lognative, affective, and psycho-motor'domains

alappropriate to a _partiCulttri ethnic group.__ Segall -et- : (1966)

have shown that Poipple who live in ToreSts- and rural areas can per-__-

ceiVe-,crookedi-and- Slanted lines 'mire accurately --than people who live

in -urban areas. -Africans _ who live in -,jungIes_ can- perCeivi: such
lines more accurately than the Americans who live in *cities like

Los .Angeles. This ability is a_perceptual' judgment of .lines,

and *is related ,to the observerIs congna Ulm. domain.

Olguin (1969) points out that Chicanos have a far greater

tendency to gesticulate and touch people, especially from their,

own race, -thani Anglos- 'Or -Blacks _do. He believes they are motive ted
to a largo- extent by their affective doW.n, especially in their

literature- and music., One or the recurrent _themes in these- two

art fortis --is affection, both personail and universal. This "bond
of affection" is -alpositive motivational force-;_and they expross itzr



through touch and E.-Natures.

Smith et al (1971) maintain that Blacks hoa a highly developed
affective domain. This domain is revealed in words like "soul",

"brother", and "blood" as an- extension of the 'oneness. of race"
affinity. Also,, Blacks have a highly developed. psychomotor. domain.

When they dance, they show a remarkable sensitivity to the moods of

the music coupled with a preciseness of physical coordination to the

rhythm of the .music.

The point is we tend to stereotype people from ethnic groups

because we lack the perceptual skille to see them in the total

interplay of their three personality domains. The .131a ck man is

athletic because of his phySical strength and coordination. The

Chicano man Is affective because of 'his touching and gesticulation.

The &nglo man is intelligent because of his industriousness-and

organizational ability. All.lsf,these stereotypes are Date because

they preclude =specific domainS from each ethnic man's total person-
.

ality composite.

The -Modeat
Effective-__ communication occurs when the_ communicator obtains--_-

-the desired response =from-his -receivers. Ideally, this is not

_YoUi can--only approximate the desired response in-any __

given communication event Too frequently in inter-ethnic

-communidation,r_ the-_-communicator_ does-not. even approximate_ the

desiied response- because he has overlooked two essential veriables:

language facilitation and cultural facilitation. He encodes his
- - -

message in his own verbal, nonverbal, and/or visual language.

Be imposes' his own ethnic and nation value concepts upon his

°adage. message is conveyed through oneor uare of his five

senses. FinallY it 13 transmitted through a- medium. Allthis

effort is done in a monolingual-monocultural context. trne message



is received in a reverse order: medium, senses, and minds of the

-receivers. It is decoded by them in their own verbal, norverbt.1
.

and/or visual language. Once, again, this effort Is done in a

Inonolingual-monocultural context. 'At this point a communication

gap is developing,and a communication breakdown could result

because the language and cultural values of the communicator are
.

uniquely his, and the language and cultural values of the receivers

are uniquely their. Very little, if any, communication understanding

may transpire. The' communicator might try nonverbal language to

account for his verbal inadequacy. Can you picture an American

trying to ccommunicate :this way with some acquaintances from India?

He would say "Hi." No :,?esponse. Next, he might try putting his

arm armind the shoulder of one of them accompanied by the tradi-

tional American "A-Or' sign. Now if the person he touched is a

female, he.is in trouble. These actions in many Indian cultures

would be interpreted as -`n- invitation- to Nia.

'Even if the communicator and his receivers share a common

language, he could run into communication, difficulty. In America,

the English language has been modified into various dialects. For

example, Blacks in the ghetto speak a lingo strictly environmentally

based. Words like catch (food), brelid (money) create a cultural
_

-base of information-exchange for them. To an outsieer, it is

virtually a foreign language. Here formal English nay. be infra.-

:quently__used._ Ghe t to Blacks may catch a vague understanding of

formal _English words* but they relate_ and rokspo-.d to their own
=

-ghetto Eng-lish. _'Inra sense, they havre created a form of k.:nglish

Which- is uniquely ethnically based. A communicator should know

their ghetto language it he wants to begin to communicate effec



Perhaps the mos t frUs tra ting communication situation involving-

the monolingual-manocultural approach is in relating to Chicanos
and American Indians. This is truly a bilingual7bicultural si tua-
tion. In many areas in the U.S. Chicanos speak Spanish, and Ameri-

ce-7, Indians speak their tribal languages. Also, both ethnic
- groups adhere to their traditional folk society values and customs_.
In theSe situations, it is imperative that the communicator or

the receivers (ideally both should fall -into this category) should
.

be bilingual and bicultural. Only then can the communicator begin

to anroximate the desired communicative response in his receivers.

If both communiator and receivers share the same ethnic languages

and they also share the same ethnic cultural experiences, then there
a_ be tter chance of understanding taking-_place. ___(See_ the folloWingre- -=---

=of-- the BLBC model of---inter-!ethrlic_ Communication.)
z-z

Since two persons are __not_ alike even in the same culture,

national Or ethnic,. the BLBC model could be applied to any commun-

situation. The model and the definition both imply that

person trying to comnrunicate with the people of another ethnic

group should first learn their native language and second, he should
:unders tand their intra-ethnic Cultural ways and communication

--techniques. Then he ShoUld adapt his own cormruncative techniques _

to their culture.
This is a difficult task to undertake, but it is essential to

--the Problenit of iriter-ethnit communication. There are a host of
-_conceptUal communication models that tellyou that the communicator

__must be sensitive to the attitudes, social systems, and cultural
-_-values of his receivers. Actually, they are all quite esoteric._

1
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They -explain%why it is important to know the diverse Personality

traits of your receivers, but they do little in ,showing you how

to relate to those diverse personality traits. Perhaps the single

beneficial aspect of these models is the concept that there is ne

Such person .a8 a universal communicator.

Let's accept that fact. The time is -now to view inter-ethnic

'camftunicatorSat_ highly trained sPecidlists. You don't ask a

general practitioner j)f.medicine to do brain surgery. Neither
_

should you expect an untrained person to function adequately in

an Inter-ethnic communication situation. He just doesn't have the

skiLls -tb-do i-t-effeetively.- -

_

How can he acquire some wrkable inter-ethnic-skilis ?
, It is

4 ,
_

-primarily an edtdationel problem. Today,- most communication

education concentrates to a large extent on communication theory

.and research. This approach prepares a person to be research
-

oriented rather -than practitioner oriented.: Carriculi- generally

follow the Same_ -pattern. There is an abundance of theory. and ;

research courses with only a smattering, of courses in inter-ethnic

communication. The reasons. for this are: (l) insufficient student

interest in inter-ethnic communication, and (2) scarcity of

trained personnel to teach these doUrses. Perhaps away to begin

to upgrade Inter-ethnic communication in education today is to

hire staff from minority ethnic groups, even though they do not

possess the requisite dcadetic degrees, and train them within

department 1,n- basic communication theory. -Preferably these

-personnel should be bilingual and bicultural. If not;-they :should

be trained so_ theycan develop curriculi specifically for inter--
_

_ethnic communication- situations in a bilingual-bicultural context.

-1r the personnel need is met and viable courses developed, student
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interest shOuld increase In .t4s vital area.
More field work experience by faculty and students is

essential. They need to become involved with the people in ethnic
. .communities . A work -study approach is needed here. Why not let

the students study inter - ethnic Communication problems in the

classroom and then let them practice what they Kaye learned in at , . .

ghetto, a barrio, or on an Indian reservation under faculty super-
visiont-, This should help to- highlight discrepancies which exist
be tween hypothetical and real _in ter-e c -81 tua tions . After the
faCtilty member and the students serve a period of time in the
they return to the Classroom to evaluate their experience-s, modify

ft
.their Communication strategies, and return to the field- for further

prac tical application of what they haVe learned. This '!learn by
-dOintg" -technique might prove very beneficial and "rewarding as a

continuing education process in any eduoatiorial experience.
In Conjunction the -field__apprOach is. the ethnic aide

concept. This should-be' cultivated. An ethnic aide is a person
from the ghettO., the' barrio or the Indian, reservation ,whorltss is ts

the instructor in the classroom. _ He is a resource person on

cultural values -unique to his ethnic group. He also --participates

with. the students in designing colr_muriica tion strategies in the
cla88room and out in .the field. The ethnic aide is the liaison
link be tween the classroom and his--own community. He is _a _vital

element to- the whole. concept of inter-ethnic communication train-
_

ing beCause he is an' extension of the coinposite personality of his
ethnic community into the classroom. Also he is the Conveyor of
the-composite personality of a different ethnic group composed of

the .instructor and the students -back into his own community. The
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prOcesP of inter- ethnic communication could be greatly facilitated .

by the mutual trust the e c aide could generate within and

between the two ethnic, groups.-

This is one way to begin the training of inter-ethnic com-

municators. Certainly thare,are other means to this end.' The

important things to remember are these:_ (1) An inter-ethnic

-coMmunicator should haVe highly specialized training, ,(2)

-1AS training should heighten his per'ceptual skills in a bilingual=

bicultural context, (3) he should_have extensive exposure to an

ethnic aide in the claSsroom_and in the field. If communication_

_educationwould begin to view inter - ethnic communication as a

-:_process unique in its field, better trained practitioners would,
_ -

result. We should begin to-recognize the fact that nothing

substantial *illhappen in this area until we look upon the medium-

Its_ the singUlarly most-important aspect of the inter - ethnic

communication model. Only when the communicator speaks the language

of the dissimilar ethnic group and he understands their cultural

=,expresSiona and their.coMmunicative techniques can he hopeto

facilitate the desired respOnse,from his 'receivers -. Only then can

;he begin to orchestrate .the- diverse beats of our different

=drummers into a symphony, of inter-ethnic understanding.

-The AprIroach

Talking about_an inter- ethnic communication 'model limits us

to a theoretical discussion'. We need to know how,it works in an
,

ac tua1 class room -field situation. This part -of the paper Will

=report on the use of the ELBC model in an' experimental course

I- taught _by the author entitled "Communicatioh- Problems in Ethnico
,

.

.-

Groups" at California Polytechnic State UniVers'_ty, San Luis_ObisPo $

_-- ,
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Specifically, the course was offered by the Speech Cornmunica

Department through University extension. It was desimed to isolate
comriuriity and/or ins ti tu tionally based o thnic problems unique to

a particular s1 tua ti on, and it attempted to apply communica ti on

techniques within the framework of the ethnici ty of that r tic-
ular: sittia ti on . The c curse has been tatuhtT three times to three

distinct groups : (1) selected staff and- inmates of the Paso Robles
SchoOl for Boys of the California Youth Authority,, (2) Teacher

Internship Trainees fbr-lagrant Educa tiOn, and (3) selected staff,
teachers and parents of the Santa ,Maria School Dis trict, Santa

:Maria, California. In each teaching situation, a random.Mix of
ethnic backgrounds was- attained between Anglos, Blacks and ChicanOs

This mix was assigned as,- intaet groups by the ins ti tu ti ons involved,

and the make-up of_ ea "eh group :generally followed a 30% -Anglo, 30%

Black and 30% Chicano breakdown. The educa tional. backgrounds of

the individuals in the groups ranged from high school freshman to
/Us terS Degree level. Their ages ,ranged from 14- to 52 years, and

there was an almos t-- even aplit on sex--52% males and 48% female8

Isoltionof the ethnic communication -; problem areas unique.
, -

,to each class was obtained by the use of open-ended. discussions.

-Each class decided on five problem reas , and ranked them in
importance from one through five.

Basically the forma t' for each 'Of the ethnic communication

problem areas for eachclass followed the same procedure . Par-

ticipants in each of the three classes were divided into five
groups, for a total' of 15 groups overall. Each group contained

(")six individuals, with- an equal mix of ---maleS- females as was possible
44

-in the - tOtal make.l.up of each class . All the groups in each of

Cla'ase_a chose one of the selected ethnic -ccomMunien tion problem
- - - . -



areas. "Special interest in the problem by the group members was

the primary selection 'criterioyl.
,.

Once an ethnic communication problem-area was selected by 'a

group,. its members _had to fit it.into- a role-playing scenario

Context. To do this, they had to 'establish the following criteria:

(1) identity the -exact nature of the ethnic based
eommunica tiori problem.

(2). identify the b.asic SymbOlic processes operating within
the- lethnic based_ communication problem.

.

(3) arrange- the ethnic based cOmmunidation problem and-
its basic Symbolic -functions' into: a dramatized
scenario. -

(4) create essential roles which could be enacted.
within the dramatized scenario.

(5) USEi, an ethnic aide in creating communication
.s-trategies.

-A- Case' in. Point

It is not possible here- to elaborate on all of the ethnic
-.based communication problems. inveatigated in each of the classes.

. .

. For brevity, let us look at a particular problem to see holt:, the

established criteria operated.
This-Particular problem occured in an elementary school in

the Santa Maria ''School Dis.trict. The school had a student enroll-

inent of-about 4'0% Chicanos, with the rest of the student body

=ATIglos. The crux of the problem involved a number of Chicano

students and three or four, of the Anglo teachers. It seems that
the teachers complained that the Chicano students were disrespectful

to them, and the Chicano students stated that the teachers viers
-indifferent toward them. Repeated; discussions between the admin-

,,:istration,r the ,tea-chers and- the' students involved were not
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. ,fruitful in identifying' the cause of the problem. Eventually,
the situation reached an Impasse. The Chicano students' parents
boycotted the school, refusing, to

the teachers involved were fired.
board, the people _involved agreed

send their children back until
At a meeting with zhe school

that the Chicano students would
return to school if more eff/ctive means of understanding between
ethnic groups would be establishe.d.-

With this background information, the group reconstructing
this *ethnic communication problem had to _firs t identify_ the exact
nature of the problein. They did this in--two-phases. The -first
phate was a discussion among the group members, composed of two of
the--Anglo teachert involved in the 'si tuation, two of the Chicano
parents _also involved in the situation, and two Blacks not
involved in the situation. In phase two, the group intervieweds.

selected people; teachers, administrators, students, and parents
knowledgeable about the situation. On the basis of the information
gathered, the group members decided that the exact nature of the
'problem involved certain ethnic misconceptions of both the Anglo
and the Chicano cultural heritage in teaching children respect
fOr :adults. The crux of the situation was a matter of eye contact.
When reprimanded by the Anglo teachers, the Chicano students looked
at_ the floor, instead of looking them in the eye. The teachers
interpreted this .as disrespect, when actually it was a shoW of
respect tor adult authority by the 'Chicano- students.

The same technique previously used to identify the .exact nature
of the problem was used to identify the basic symbolic functions
Operating within the ethnic ''eased communication problem. The

group. found that _two' basic symbolic .functions Were causing_ the

miaconceptions._ ---One was af,pilingual malfunction._ The
Anglo- teachers- knew -very little. Spanish _and the_ tt

,
Chicano, students-
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...had a liinited--facility with English. This bilingual diff5.cult'i

helped to create the second ethnic misconception. -- misunderstandings

over bicultural societal values: The Chicano students were opera-.
ting from Spanish folk societal value concepts, and the teachers

were operating from Anglo- middle-class societal value concepts.

At this point, the group decided that'an outside perzion,

not involved with the group. problem, wrts needed to assist them-

in eStablishint a .more in-depth understanding of the two basic

-ethnic rats concep lions Th s person had to have a workable
L

,fluedcy iiirf..tfOtEdglien and Spanish languages, including an

understanding of the societal value concepts of the two 'distinct

e-thnic ,groups. This person was _called an ethnic aide. Through

the efforts of the school admisistration, a person was secured

from the conununityrwho served as the (Inn' ic aide for the group.

The next step in the process was to reconstruct the problem

in'a -' scenario context. =.With the help of the ethnic aide, the

group established a role-playing format, including the various

roles to be enacted', with a loosely constructed scheme of the

spoken dialogue both in Spanish and in English. It should be

pointed out here that a scenario is an outline 46f a dramatic action,
sr

starting with a basic human situation, intensified by complications,

which must be resolved in sonic way through human interaction. The

dialogue is primarily spontaneous, however certain cue lines can be

written out and'memorized by the role-players so that the dramatic

. action can pgpgress to an ultimate conclusion. In a bilingual-
.

bicultural situation, it is essential that the dialoa-ue be in both

languages if the roldplayers are to acquire a greater .appreciation

of-the intrinsic feelings and modes of expression inherent in each

lanizuage.. Here the ethnic aide was very helpful in assisting the
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role-players to learn some basic communication aspects of a

language unfamiliar to them. Specifically, an Anglo teacher,

playing the role of a Chicano parent, would work from a written

script until she learned the S:::anish expressions. Once she learned

the expressions, she could converse in SpaniSh. Likewise, the

Chicano parent would follow the same procedure ix-. 4nglish. The

ethnic aide would assist the role-players in any language

--pronunciation, rhythm or meaning difficulties encountered in the

role-playing situation.

The same technique was used in. the scenario contest. For

example, one scenario involved the Anglo teacher reprimanding the

Chicano student. The first run through was straight. A Chicano

from'the,roup.wouid rele-play the student, and an Anglo from the

_group would be the teacher.- Next the situation was reversed. The

Chicano would play the teacher speaking English,' and the Anglo

would play the student speaking Spanish. The ethnic aide would

assist the role-players untul they had reached a level of pro-

ficiency to carry on by themselves. Each scenario was observed

by the group; and when it was concluded, the group and the ethnic

-aide discubsed the significant bilingual-bicultural Aspects to

_ ascertain where communization breakdowns occured. One of the

important bicultural aspects which- came out of this scenario was

a societal value concept. Group members began to realize that the

Chicano child's authority concept was different than the Anglo

child's authority concept. In the Spahish folk society, the father

is dominant, anc the mother is submissive. Children are taught

respect for both, but the mother has a lipe''n1 place. She, and

females in general, are to be shielded, _protected, especially by

the Males.- The authority figure is the_father. Males must be _
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strong and resolute, and Chicano childrn :are taught to respond

primarily'to male authorityi.r/ither than female authority. On

the other hand, middle-class Anglo children are raised in a
.

partnership authority concept. The mother makes as many decisions

as the father, and women, in general, are not as protected in a

trridltional sense as Chicano women are. Here women have a much

stronger authority concept. Therefore, .at times 1.t is difficult

for Chicano children--to respond favorably to the female teacher
.

aUthority image in the classroom. Female Anglo teachers may=

misinterpret the deference accorded them, by Chicano children as a'
.

sign of disrespect, indifference, or even rudeness, especially if

therdo not look them in the eye. when reprimanded.

This is only one' of the ethnic misconceptions with subsequent

corny unication breqklown illuminated by this approach. Others could

be listed here, i.e. the box-toed shoes worn by many Chicanos as

a vestige of the days of the caballeros, not the "greaser" image

it is supposed to represent, or the physical touehinm,even among

male Chicanos, a normative behavior rather than supposed "effem-
.

inancy." lbwever, this should mive us qn overview of this inter-

ethnic communication technique and how it cnn operate within a

community framework.
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